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Summary
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) has shown serious performance limitations on wireless media. The main causes of these limitations have their root in mobility and link characteristics of wireless media. Heterogeneous environment of multiple radio-access technologies generally increases handover frequency, causing adverse impact on TCP flow and congestion control operations. In this paper, we have provisioned handover state management mechanism by adding new states in TCP control operations. Performance optimization has been achieved by adding adaptive flow control, based on mobility events and by reconfiguration of TCP control parameters according to their criticality and impact on performance parameters. Proposed component also contains functionality of end-to-end Handover-state Identification and Adaptation Mechanism (HIAM), which takes care of both sender and receiver mobility events. The results show that optimization achieved through proposed scheme provides 10.26% to 53.55% improvement in throughput over other TCP variants. Similarly, proposed scheme also improves end-to-end delay for each packet from 15.23% to 35.05%.

Index Terms: Congestion control, mobile TCP sessions, Handoff-delay absorption, Wireless-loss absorption, Explicit Congestion Notification.

1. Introduction
TCP is a reliable end-to-end transport protocol which has high utility over Internet. It is used by main-stream application layer protocols like http, ftp, tftp, smtp, etc which are source of more than 80% of Internet traffic [25]. The design goal of TCP has been centered on both user as well as network friendly service operation through its flow and congestion control, error-control, retransmission strategies and state preservation mechanisms. A number of TCP variants have been proposed such as Tahoe [21], Reno [23], Vegas [20] and SACK [22], which is already, successfully deployed. These variants improve the performance of TCP by adding new services such as selective-acknowledgements (SACK), fast-retransmit, fast-recovery, Explicit Congestion Notification (ECN) and Random Early Detection (RED). Historical evolution of TCP flow and congestion control has optimized it into a highly reliable transport service, but has caused serious performance degradations in less-reliable, low data-rate wireless network environment. The performance of TCP degrades over wireless links due to high rate of data losses, which are falsely perceived as network congestion state. TCP performance metrics also diminish due to low data-rate, since large delays may occur in last link i.e. wireless link. Similarly in heterogeneous wireless network, packet-loss may also occur due to mobility-events that can cause burst-losses, service-disconnection. This motivates to re-evaluate TCP control operations and embed some mobility related services to optimize its performance for new generation of wireless networks.

The article optimizes TCP for mobile, wireless environment with the help of link-layer triggers which shall be standardized by IEEE 802.21 standard, through its media independent handover (MIH) services [26]. These services are used to detect link layer events in the TCP control operations, and act accordingly to adjust flow and congestion control in a way that does not seriously hamper TCP performance. The rest of paper is organized as follow. Section 2 discuses existing TCP proposals for wireless networks. Section 3 describes architecture and algorithm of the proposed scheme with its components. The Section 4 presents the simulation model and related results. Finally, in Section 5, we conclude with some future research directions.

2. Related Work
The performance attenuation of TCP metrics on wireless links has motivated researcher to find ways and means to adopt TCP in changing link-layer parameters. This has resulted in numerous TCP variants that attempt to optimize TCP performance over wireless networks. Despite high-proliferation of such schemes, none of these proposals have been widely adapted for general purpose use, to the best of our knowledge. These schemes are mostly restricted to test-bed environments. In this section, we summarize some of main proposals in this domain.

Bakre et al., proposed the Indirect-TCP (I-TCP) [18] that splits the connection on the wireless edge to protect TCP session from wireless media inconsistencies and losses. This results in two different flow and congestion controls working in wired and wireless sections separately and may
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result in serious inequalities on the two sides. In such a
test, I-TCP eventually violates end-to-end semantics of
TCP as well. The M-TCP [17] is similar to I-TCP and
splits the connection at super host. It differs only in a way,
that super host does not generate acknowledgment (Ack) of
last received segment until it receives the Ack from mobile
node. In this way it too breaks end-to-end semantics of the
TCP and disparities of two sides flow and congestion
control mechanism still exist. Another problem that may
arise is the source can take inaccurate decision about
receipt of all data on the basis of last byte
acknowledgement. If the acknowledgment of last byte is
not received, the sender resends the all data which MN
already received.
The TCP Westwood (TCP-W) and TCP Westwood +
(TCP-W+) [3][4] are true extension of TCP Reno (Reno).
TCP-W uses the bandwidth estimation as a parameter to
control the congestion window and slow-start (SS)
threshold (ssthresh). The protocol separates the congestion
control from the error control. This mechanism helps it to
improve performance over lossy wireless links. Despite,
some advantages, TCP-W is unable to presents its
preeminence over Reno when higher packet losses occur
in the network. The
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presented their work with the name; TCP-
Veno (Veno) [1] showing improvements by introducing a
sender side solution, by combining the feature of the Reno
and TCP Vegas (Vegas). The Reno and Vegas use reactive
and proactive congestion control strategies respectively.
Veno integrates the congestion detection mechanism of
Vegas with Reno to distinguish between the congestive
and non-congestive loss. Veno efficiently deals with single
packet loss but it suffers form continuous degradation
when multiple packet losses occur in the network. The
reason behind this degradation is the continuous reduction
of window size on successive loss. Kai Xu et al., proposed a
sender side solution named; TCP-Jersey (Jersey) to
improve the TCP performance in heterogonous wireless
networks [2]. Jersey also uses dummy packet to estimate the
available network resources. The successful delivery of the dummy segments
indicates better resource availability and transmission rate
can amplify. The TCP-Peach (TCP-P) [6] was
developed for the congestion network to receive
long propagation delays and elevated link error rate. It uses two
new algorithms; namely sudden start and rapid recovery
to overcome the limitations of TCP in satellite network. It
also uses dummy packet to estimate the available network
resources. The successful delivery of the dummy segments
indicates better resource availability and transmission rate
can amplify. The TCP-Peach (TCP-P) [6] further
improves the network utilization by sending Nil packet
instead of dummy packet. It also replaces sudden start and
rapid recovery algorithms by jump start and quick start.
Jump start is extension of sudden start and it replaces
dummy segment with Nil segment. TCP-P+ presents
improved performance as compare to TCP-P.
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Average congestion window and Time to complete a file transfer. The study is performed in presence of random losses and author highlights that J-TCP performance better in the presence of random losses. The performance of the TCP-W is better in the LAN and WAN environment. The performance of J-TCP is better during random and disconnection packets losses but throughput degrades while competing with other flows. J. Liu et al. presents ATCP [14] for mobile ad hoc networks. ATCP uses the ECN and ICMP to put the sender in one of four states such as normal congested, loss, and disconnected. Beside some improvement over ad hoc networks it unable to prove strength in situation where blackout and disconnection are frequent.

3. TCP Review

TCP has been keenly studied by the researchers that have helped TCP attaining many fine-tuned operations such as flow control, congestion control, fast retransmission, fast recovery, and selective acknowledgement etc. In this section we briefly study some control parameters that help TCP in controlling it operation under varying network conditions. TCP’s flow control is managed through a sliding window protocol using a window, which is controlled by receiver-side according to its receiving capacity, based on available buffers and link capacity. A receiver advertises its received window (wnd) on messages that move towards the sender. Sender side, on receiving the advertised window readjusts the send window, whose sending behavior is now controlled by congestion window size. The congestion window (cwnd) grows conservatively through a slow-start phase which grows at the rate of two segments on every acknowledged segment. A control variable, ssthresh is the point where the slow-start phase completes and enters into a congestion avoidance phase where cwnd grows linearly. In case a timeout occurs for any transmitted packet during slow-start or congestion avoidance phase, the cwnd drastically reduces (different approach for handling this situation for each of TCP variants), resulting in poor throughput. This is the point where TCP performance metrics are seriously reduced. In the wired links, such situation happens with less frequency and most probable cause of timeout is network congestion. In wireless network, however, such situation arises quite frequently, and is convoluted with many of the wireless specific event which has been discussed in introduction section. The segment loss event in wireless networks is much more probable as compared to its wired counterpart, and causes repeated reduction in the cwnd value. This also causes repeated session/connection timeouts and waste of link resources. To achieve optimum performance of TCP during mobility, especially in heterogeneous wireless environment, we believe TCP control parameter needs to re-examine and re-configure in order to meet the demands of future networks. Re-evaluation of parameters helps TCP to move in the next generation communication networks as a modern transport service for new and legacy applications. In this regard, following points are considered desirables to be achieved:

1. TCP should have the ability to take advantage of lower-layers variations and cross-layer information in order to yield high interoperability.
2. It should distinguish between congestive losses and losses due to mobility.
3. It should avoid injecting new segments during mobility events such as handover.
4. Reduce the algorithmic complexity to increase performance metrics

4. Proposed Technique

TCP is the choice of majority of legacy applications requiring elastic service model, due to its highly reliable transport facility. These applications shall continue in the mobile computing era as well due to their wide scale deployment and utility. The discussion given in the last section highlights the need of adaptive provisions in TCP to compensate for the link-layer data-rate fluctuations and disconnections. In this section we propose a scheme that can robustly adapt to above mentioned link conditions and minimizes impact of mobility and wireless events. The main theme of the scheme is to minimize timeout events of TCP sessions resulting in reduced probability of segment loss that helps in maintaining cwnd value reasonably less perturbed, during mobility. The architectural view of the proposed scheme is presented in figure 1. We introduce a sub-module Mobile TCP (Mo-TCP) in core TCP module. This module consists of Handoff-state Identification and Adaptation Mechanism (HIAM). It is responsible for the receipt of Media Independent Handover Function (MIHF) triggers and generates appropriate message for the MoTCP module. On Mobile Node (MN) side, the HIAM sub-module can intercept MIHF triggers like link_going_down, link_detected, handover_imminent, handover_command and link_up. These triggers are transformed to the sender as Handover_Initiated (HoI) or Handover_Completed (HoC) messages. On the receipt of HoC message, the sender starts a handover timer (nHoT) and adds previously calculated (HoT) into current timeout value. Sender preserves the present parameter of connection and on receipt of HoC message stops presently running nHoT timer, estimate HoT value by adding weighted contribution of nHoT time. This helps in maintaining a realistic estimate of a probable next handover event on the basis of historical data.
4.1 State Model

The proposed scheme is not based on a specific side of the two communication ends, rather it can cope mobility at both ends. The functionality at two ends is different. These differences of functionality at two ends are highlighted in the state-transition diagrams as shown in figure 2 and 3. The sender-side state model consists of five states namely; TCP, Mo-TCP, Handover Wait (HoW), Probe HoW (P-HoW) and Segment Lost (SL), as shown in figure 2. A brief description of these states is given next. TCP is the most common state in which system remains under normal, non-mobile conditions. It’s particularly of interest that the handover events are the core mobility events and some wireless signal condition events don’t lie in scope of this paper. The MIHF events if generated are intercepted and analyzed for necessary action. The main interest in this state, as a sender lies in handover initiated (HoI) message received from receiver-side which takes system into Mo-TCP state. This message further takes system into Handover Wait (HoW) state which is locked with a handover timer (HoT). At this point the normal timeout value of TCP is also extended to a value of HoT. In case a HoC message reaches the sender within HoT, system comes back to the Mo-TCP state where normal TCP state is restored and full rate transmission is possible. In case HoC does not arrive with in HoT, a probe message with timeout value of HoT is sent to the receiver for getting the connectivity status. This further extends the normal timeout of TCP for another HoT value. In case HoC message arrives within the response time HoT of P-HoW message, the system is restored for normal TCP operation, otherwise a segment drop event of TCP is raised at the completion of response time of P-HoW.

Figure 2: Handoff states transition of Mo-TCP at the sender side

Figure 3 describes the receiver-side state model of Mo-TCP, which comprises of two states; namely, TCP and Mo-TCP. TCP state represents normal TCP operation where as, a mobility event takes this state to the Mo-TCP state. In this state Mo-TCP, generates HIAM messages which are presently two namely; HoI and HoC. There is no wait timer in this state model due to the event-driven architecture of system.

Figure 3: Handoff states transition of Mo-TCP at the receiver side

Figure 4, 5 describe the relationship between the timeout value and HoT with effect of these on connection parameters. When the HIAM on MN side receives the MIHF trigger handover_imminent the HIAM module generate HoI message. As Sender receive HoI message, it preserves the present connection parameters and starts a timer HoT. The cwnd remains same because sender extends the timeout for transmitted packets. In response of HoI message the sender also sets mobility status true to distinguish between static...
and mobile state of session. It also helps in avoiding unnecessary communication during handover. The MN side of Mo-TCP generates HoC on receiving a link up event. Sender side, on receiving HoC message, may face following possible cases:

**Case 1: HoC arrives before HoT expires**
This is the case when the HoT value shall be reduced due to a faster handover completion. The normal TCP session shall be restored. Mobility flag is cleared for full rate TCP operation.

**Case 2: HoC does not arrive within HoT expires**
In this case a probe message shall be sent to the mobile side regarding the HoC with a response time constraint of pTimeout. There are two purposes for this message mainly; to check connectivity status of other side, and second to extend segment timeout to another timer slot. The obvious reason for further wait is the adverse impact that session may face on a timeout event. Mobility flag is not cleared.

**Case 3: HoC arrives in response to probe message**
This possibility arises due to partial link connectivity at the MN side or segment lost event might have occurred at the handover completion. Congestion may also be a cause of this case. In this situation pTimeout is also included in handover completion time and HoT is estimated accordingly. Mobility flag is also cleared.

**Case 4: HoC does not arrive even in response to probe message**
In this case a timeout event is allowed to occur to readjust cwnd accordingly. Mobility flag is not cleared.

Figure 4: Timing Diagrams for Connection Time Out and Handoff

Figure 5: Timing Diagram for Handoff Time Calculation, expiry of HoT and behavior of sender

---

### 4.2 Algorithm

The proposed algorithm suggests some modification in the header of the TCP. It uses two reserved bits of the TCP segment to incorporate the mobility messages. The bits no 6 and 7 are reserved for future in TCP packet header, as given in [28]. We use the bit no 6 for indication of the HoI and bit 7 for HoC. If sender receives Ack with bit no 6 is enabled the sender determine that the MN is in mobility state and performing the handoff. If sender receive Ack packet with bit no 7 is enabled it is indication that MN completes the handover and now can receive packets. In case if no Ack is pending on MN side for sender then a separate HoI or HoC message shall be generated that comprises of only 20 bytes of header. On the receipt of HoI or HoC message sender proceeds according to the mobility algorithm. The mobility algorithm consists on five condition of the Mo-TCP. If the MN with in the range of HA and sender received the Ack it precedes as follows. If timeout occurs or dupack received and the ECN bit is enabled the sender executes normal TCP operations. In case, timeout occurs and ECN not enabled in previous Ack sender checks mobility bit. If mobility bit enabled then sender executes mobility algorithm. If timeout occurs with both ECN and mobility bits are not enabled then sender should retransmit the packet.

One important component in proposed model is MIHF, which sends mobility events to facilitate HIAM module of Mo-TCP to take mobility related control decisions. Mo-TCP module transforms MIHF triggers into mobility messages and optimizes protocol for mobility events which
is presented in figure 6. On receipt of two consecutive layer 2 triggers MIHF generate trigger link Going_Down which is indication that handoff is about to occur in near future and it is precautionary information [26]. When MIHF generates a trigger handover imminent HIAM module generates HoI message for sender. On receipt of HoI message sender preserve value of present Timeout and increase Timeout for transmitted packets. It also changes MN status from static to mobile.

If (ACK) then Proceed Normal
If (Timeout || dupack & ECN = 1) then Proceed Normal
If (Timeout && ECN != 1 && Mobility=1)
   Execute Mobility Algorithm
Else
   Proceed Normal
End if

Figure 6: Mobility Algorithm

On the receipt of HoI message on sender side it change state from normal to HoW. Our previous work [24] describes the major steps taken by the sender side on the receipt of mobility event (HoI) shown in figure 7.

Mobility handler
{
   StartTimer (HoT)
   pTimeout = Timeout
   Timeout ← Timeout + HoT
}

Figure 7: Proposed Timeout extension

In case, sender receives HoC message before the expiry of HoT, it changes state form HoW to normal and restores connection parameters to pre-HoI values. Handoff initiated procedure is presented in figure 8.

HandoffInitiated
{
   Start timer pHoT
   pTimeout = Timeout
   Timeout ← Timeout + HoT
   Mobility = True
}

Figure 8: Handoff Initiated

In case HoC message is received within HoT, normal TCP session is restored. If sender receives HoC message from receiver side, the HIAM module of sender stores elapsed HoT value and stops timer. On the completion of handover the HoT value updated and used as reference value for upcoming mobility events. Sender also changes the mobility status of mobile node equal to false. It updates the value of timeout which is equal to value of pTimeout. The figure 9 describes the procedure of HoC event and presents its functionality.

HandoffCompleted
{
   HoT = ElapsedTimerValue
   Stop_Timer
   Timeout = pTimeout
}

Figure 9: Handoff Completed

A situation in which HoT expires and sender does not receive the HoC message can be handled by algorithm shown in figure 8. As discussed above, on receipt of HoI message sender extends Timeout for transmitted packets to avoid unnecessary retransmissions during the mobility events. If Timeout expires and sender does not receive HoC message, the following algorithms show in figure 10 performs the remedial action.

HandoffTimeoutExpire
{
   Start Timer
   Timeout = Timeout + HoT
   SendProbe message
}

Figure 10: HoI Timeout Expire

If sender side receive HoC message before expiry of extended HoT, normal TCP session is restored. On receipt this message, sender stops the timer gets the value of HoT and updates value of HoT. It also sets timeout equal to ptimeout. The HoT is used as reference value for future mobility events. The procedure for ProbeHoC is shown in figure 11.

ProbeHoC
{
   EsHoT = Get Timer
   Stop Timer
   EsHoT = TimeOut
   Timeout = pTimeout
}

Figure 11: Extended Timeout Handoff Completed

If sender does not receive HoC message even in response to P-HoC, algorithm shown in figure 12 is activated. In this scenario Mo-TCP change its state from Probe HoW to segment lost and control handed over to normal TCP which wait for activating congestion control operation.
ProbeHoCTimeoutExpire:
{
EsHoT = Get Timer
Stop Timer
Exit
}

Figure 12: Extended Time out Expire

5. Results and discussion

The simulation study has been performed on wired-cum-wireless networks through NS2 discrete-event simulator. A system level diagram of simulation scenario is shown in figure 13. The simulated network consists of basic mobility support components such as Home Agent (HA) and three Foreign Agents (FA’s). Both sender and receiver may either be mobile, which means that either sender or receiver may operate on mobile node. In principle, both sides may also be mobile but such scenario has not been evaluated in this work. The mobile node roams between HA and different FA’s. It performs multiple handovers during simulation time of 60 seconds. We perform the simulation study of Reno, New Reno, SACK, FACK, Vegas and performed comparison with proposed Mo-TCP. The simulation parameters for network are as follow. Link capacity is 5 Mb and processing delay is 10 milli-seconds. Traffic pattern used is constant-bit rate (CBR) which generates packets after every 20 milli-seconds for all variants. The MN moves at speed of 5 m/s during the entire simulation time. Random mobility model has been used for fair distribution of node density across the domain.

It’s important to note here that we only focused on the isolation of congestion events from mobility events, hence other related attributes such as fairness and other inter-variant operational issues were not studies and lie outside the scope of this study. The simulation scenario configures in a way there may be negligible congestion and available bandwidth is sufficient to maximize the performance of each protocol in mobile environment. The study focuses on parameters like behavior of congestion window, throughput response, end-to-end delay, and impact of mobility-events. Congestion window behavior and end-to-end delay can describe internal behavior of TCP under varying network conditions and mobility-events, where as throughput and end-to-end delay provides external behavior related to performance metrics.

Figure 14, 15, and 16 presents end-to-end delay performance comparison of Mo-TCP with well known TCP variants. In figure 14 it is noticeable that Mo-TCP has end-to-end delay, fluctuating in a narrow range of 0.05 to 0.25 seconds where as Reno has a much wider range of 0.08 to 0.49 seconds. Similarly other variants also show higher end-to-end delay as compared to the Mo-TCP. Figure 15 shows a plot of end-to-end delay of Mo-TCP and Vegas with results slightly in favor of Mo-TCP. Vegas end-to-end delay is in the range of 0.08 to 0.3 which is much better than Reno. Figure 14 shows a plot of end-to-end delay of Mo-TCP and Tahoe showing superior performance of Mo-TCP. The most important aspect of these graphs relates to the extended delay line of three variants (Reno, Vegas, & Tahoe) that indicate slow rate of data packets flow and higher flow rate of Mo-TCP, which could not be possible for the Reno, Tahoe, and Vegas due to handover discontinuities. These plots can be divided into three regions namely; initial start-up region, then a partially-mobility region and finally full mobility region. In the startup region, all the variants are trying to achieve optimum state and various parameters are in adjustment stage to attain stable values. For example the timeout is adjusted every time a new Ack has arrived. The second region reflects a stable region where TCP has attained stability and the session does not face high rate of mobility events like handovers though terminals may be mobile. The third region represents major impact of mobility events and correspondingly a highly volatile end-to-end delay pattern. Despite high volatility of end-to-end delay, the variations remain range bound within 0.25 seconds. This aspect is specifically visible in the Mo-TCP end-to-end delay plot.
approximated handover delay added to TCP timeout may still not be enough to cover the actual handover time and result in a packet drop. The rest of peaks in graph further highlight this specific aspect of the proposed scheme. After the initial settling time, Mo-TCP shows a consistent growth in cwnd proving the strength of the scheme in the mobility scenario. More significant impact of proposed scheme is visible in the plot of Mo-TCP with Vegas where Vegas remains subdued with respect to achieving a reasonable cwnd size. This is primarily due to the defensive readjustment of cwnd in Vegas within a tight-bound limit. The bounding value of α and β are calculated in an adaptive manner that does not encourage a larger value for both, specifically in mobility scenario. This also indicates that performance of Vegas may be seriously degraded in any hostile environment with respect to either mobility of multiple sessions or high density of TCP variants executing mobile nodes.
The throughput comparison of schemes under study is presented in figure 20. The throughput can best describe the performance of a specific scheme under given set of operating conditions. It is anticipated that a good transport protocol is one that can optimally utilize available data-rate provide applications, their desired data-rates and network resources with other competing transport sessions. Importance of reliable data transport is even more meaningful in mobile environment; since in the absence of such provision, service provision may become unpredictable and even in some cases applications may face starvation during mobility events. Initially when MN remain within the range of the HA the Mo-TCP present 10.26, 15.4, 18.23, 22.45 and 28.9 percent improvement over the FACK, SACK, New Reno, Vegas and Reno respectively. During mobility and handover events overall throughput of each variant degrades with exception of Mo-TCP which shows a robust performance by showing 15.23%, 17.21%, 20.38%, 25.34% and 35.05% improvements over FACK, SACK, Vegas, New Reno and Reno respectively. The Mo-TCP proves its dominance over all competitors even when MN performs the multiple handovers and changes its point-of-attachment. The throughput improvements over FACK, SACK, New Reno, Vegas and Reno are 22.71, 21.23, 32.71, 38.56 and 53.55 percent respectively. It is also observed that Mo-TCP throughput also degrades up to some extent due to the mobility events. The major cause of throughput increase is primarily contributed due to lower end-to-end delay values as we saw in the figure 14, 15, and 16. Similarly attaining a better average cwnd is another important reason for throughput improvement. Further it is noticed that Mo-TCP handles mobility events more efficiently and prove its strength over its counterparts.

**6. Conclusion**

In this paper, we proposed a new TCP variant called Mo-TCP for heterogeneous wireless network. Mo-TCP has an embedded support for mobility handling and adjusting its operations according to underlying link and network conditions. In this proposal, we have added few states in the sender and receiver side operation to reduce repeated timeouts and retransmissions, which are major causes of poor TCP performance and network resource utilization. It has potential of taking advantage of any lower layer improvements of link utilization, bandwidth aggregation; which can increase traffic reliability of traditionally unstable radio access networks (RAN). The Mo-TCP also reduces disconnections during long handover durations. It presents a model that stands on standard technology components rather than individual models for different type of RANs, making it more interoperable in complex heterogeneous wireless environment.

The simulation results show that the Mo-TCP is a viable solution which improves the performance in wireless networks. The results show that the Mo-TCP performs better with other TCP variants and achieves 10.26% to 53.55% improvement in throughput with frequent host mobility. It also shows some improvement over other variants by providing low end-to-end delay. The future research directions are to improve the Mo-TCP with respect to the wireless network conditions which cause for performance degradation. These wireless network conditions are random losses, burst losses, signal quality and channel fading.
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